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The perfect light for every situation
Dual Color: Change of the color temperature with the light switch
The new Dual Color LED lamps from LEDON provide different light colors in one source
for a needs-oriented lighting situation. No installation is required to change the color
temperature. It is done through the standard light switch. Two dimmable versions of the
innovative lighting solution are available, each with 800 lumens and 10 watts of power.
They differ by changing their light color from neutral white to warm white (model work)
and from warm white to ultra warm white (model relax).
From functional to emotional
The Dual Color LED lamp from LEDON in the version work provides the optimal lighting
depending on day-to-day demands. Initially a neutral white light color of 4000 Kelvin acts
stimulating and promotes concentration, for example, when working in the home office.
By double-clicking the light switch the working atmosphere immediately changes to a
cozy lighting ambience with a warm white color temperature of 2700 Kelvin.
Can it be a little more comfortable?
The Dual Color LED lamp from LEDON in the version relax offers the perfect lighting for
comfort-oriented applications. Warm white 2700 Kelvin stand for a light color with feelgood character. When needed it turns to extra warm 2000 Kelvin to create a light atmosphere of a burning candle. The change of color is also done via the conventional light
switch.
Sustainable Light
The perfectly shaped lamps of the Dual Color Series offer in addition to its innovative
features a very good light quality and an outstanding light distribution. Very high energy
savings in combination with a long lifetime of 25,000 hours make the lighting solutions of
LEDON to the most sustainable lighting products on the market.
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LEDON Lamp GmbH from Vorarlberg, Austria, develops and distributes innovative
LED lamps as substitutes for conventional lighting. Thanks to its superior lighting
products and advanced LED technology, the company ranks among the first and
leading suppliers of intelligent lighting solutions worldwide. Further information is
available at www.ledon-lamp.com.
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LEDON Dual Color work: The light color changes from neutral white to warm white.
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LEDON Dual Color relax: The light color changes from warm white to ultra warm
white.
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Dual Color LED lamp from LEDON: Change of the color temperature with the light
switch.
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